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As one who has dabbled in Shugendõ for almost thirty years, and having
read and translated and learned so much from Miyake’s work in Japanese, I
³nd it dif³cult to judge how these essays will appear to those approaching the
subject for the ³rst time. I suspect that the complexity of the subject and the
heavily distilled form found in some of the essays will be daunting to many.
Nevertheless, this collection is most welcome and provides a stimulating
introduction to, and sourcebook on, Shugendõ (and folk religion), one of
the most pervasive forms of religious activity in Japan. As Earhart aptly points
out in his introduction, “all future scholarship on Shugendõ will have to take
into account the corpus of Miyake’s work” (5).
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THIS BOOK SURVEYS the diffusion and cultural and intellectual inµuence of the
Confucian canonical text the I Ching (Book of Changes) in Tokugawa Japan.
The original Chinese work is multilayered and of great complexity, composed
in its present form by many hands over a millennium or so. It contains a practical manual of divination, overlayed by moral, numerological, and cosmological interpretation. Allegedly studied by Confucius and an accepted object of
study by Confucian scholars, it was to some extent displaced during the NeoConfucian revival of the Song and later dynasties by the greater emphasis
accorded to the “Four Books”: Analects, Mencius, Great Learning, and Doctrine of
the Mean. None the less, particularly through its Appendices, it exerted a formative inµuence on Neo-Confucian cosmology and metaphysics. At the same
time, at a more popular cultural level, it retained importance as a text of divination.
Ng’s project proves to be a vast one. This multi-facetted text attracted
scarcely less attention in Japan than in China. The sheer number of I Chingrelated texts written by Japanese from the Tokugawa period—over 1,000
works by 416 authors in Ng’s count—fairly boggles the mind. “The quality of
their works,” he writes, “their enthusiasm and devotion to I Ching studies was
unparalleled in East Asian history” (27). The book surveys this output under
the headings of “political thought,” “economic thought,” “Shinto,” “Buddhism,”
“natural science,” “medicine,” “the military,” and “popular culture.” Much
that is new, including the work of little-known writers of various persuasions,
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is introduced to Western readers. In this, the book succeeds in its declared
objective.
Yet the very breadth of the project brings problems. Not surprisingly, Ng’s
study can only skim the surface. One learns little of the profundities with
which the I Ching is sometimes credited. The book, too, might have bene³tted
from an earlier and more thorough introduction of the I Ching itself. It is surprising to learn as late as page 169 that “I Ching divination involved yarrow
sticks.” At times, the inµuence of the I Ching is identi³ed in elements of
thought that were really the shared inheritance from the Chinese tradition as
it was transmitted to Japan. The ideal of “simplicity” or ease of practice, for
instance, was an element in the Confucianism of the Analects (see e.g.,
Analects, VI, i); it was also a feature of Taoism. The need to cover the ground
sometimes leads inevitably to super³ciality. The I Ching could be subversive in
more ways than Ng suggests. Thus, a Confucian such as Kumazawa Banzan
(1619–1691) certainly, as Ng claims, “rationalized the Tokugawa social hierarchy” on the basis of the I Ching (68). But Banzan also used this text to challenge the urbanization of the samurai, one of the central aspects of the
Tokugawa settlement. Occasionally, too, Ng’s language becomes too bland
even for a survey such as this, as when he writes of Ogyð Sorai that he “also
advocated the way of the sages” (101). His history is sometimes rather oldfashioned. It is surely open to question how much “Tokugawa Ieyasu recognized the philosophical and divinational value of the I Ching” (65). His
intellectual history also sometimes requires re³nement, as when he claims of
Yamaga Sokõ that Neo-Confucianism “served as the framework” of his military thought. Yet such simpli³cation is dif³cult to avoid in a survey of this
scope. Disarmingly, Ng introduces his work as “only preliminary.” He is “fully
aware of how much more remains to be done” (210).
This book is a member of a series called “Asian interactions and comparisons” edited by Joshua A. Fogel, in which it is the second title. Undoubtedly,
Ng has successfully demonstrated how inalienably an important aspect of
Japanese culture was indebted to the continent. This debt extends from the
great tradition of high Confucian thought down to the little tradition of practical divination to solve the conundrums of daily life. This book has amply
earned itself a place in this new series.
James McMullen
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“NISHIDA’S STUDY of Zen is not a study of Zen thinking and Zen logic, as
though thinking and logic were the primary training and practice of a Zen
monk”; rather, in the “process of unraveling the philosophical topography of
the Zen landscape” he took his cue from pure experience “pure no-thingness

